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profitable opportunities could be realized by extending runs substantially with
out having to make a self-defeating sacrifice in the quality of signals result
ing thereafter for distributiono That suburb a few miles beyond the end of your 
present trunk, that little tam 8 miles out from your corranunity where 96% of 
the residents have been clamoring for service for years , perhaps that rnili tary. 
base 16 1/ 2 miles each of your t<.:Mer, for which you could get the contract to 
wire all 3200 dwelling units, but which has seemed as unreachable as the slin be
cause of its distance and its large distribution area after that o o all of these 
opportunities can n<M be turned to money-making actualities with long line cable 
extensions carrying many channels many miles with such an extremely low build-up 
of noise and distortion that the quality of signals at the input and the output 
of the long line seem nearly identicalo 

fts we have said 9 many of today us long line applications, under our new refer'
ence standards of length, are for situations involving relatively short "long 
runs" o But let us take the theme of this panel this morning and see what might 
be on the horizon when we are "Looking Ahead" o Chainnan Henry of the Federal 
Communications Commission recently reminded an audience that uAmerica is being 
wired for sight and sound" o America is a very large country, ladies and gentle-
rren, and it is studded with thousands of sizeable corranuni ties o As television 
is itself extended as a many-faceted medium, its transmission will surely be 
extended in degree and to points which we can barely anticipate todayo And 
just as surely , the unique advantages of mul ti-channel closed circuit cable trans
mission will be recognized and exploited to carry video and audio information 
at RF frequencies over greater and greater distanceso 

A number of you, after the close of this convention, will be visiting the 
World u Fair in New York~ where you will be fascinated by exhibits which project 
your att ention into the future of our world, our scientific achievements and 
our human society o If I may be permitted onesmall personal corranercial refer
ence, I would like t o refer to our cornpany 9 s exhibit at this "World"s CATJ Fair" 
here in Philadelphiao A 16- foot mural in our display depicts a long RF coaxial 
cable transmission line carrying the signals from New York, the World's Fair City 
to our hotel here in Philadelphia, our convention city o We had this mural made 
up in the spirit of good fun and of a colorful demonstration taking some artistic 
licenseo While the close circuiting of World 9 s Fair events to the Bellevue
Stratford Hotel by this means would undoubtedly fall into the category of a simple 
tour de force with questionable practicality, the point I want to emphasize 
seriously is that this feat can be accomplished = now - with new transmission 
achievements that are available to you all and which nay in the very near future 
open great new areas of opportunity, and profit to each of you o 

Thank you very nuch o (Applause) 

MRo Wo Ko HEADLEY ~ Since the session opened you may not believe it, but you 
have heard six speakers and are about to hear the seventh o So I think it us fit
ting now, remaining more or less in your places , to take a short seventh inning 
stretcho (Pause) We have talked about the grCMing need for longer and longer 
point-to-point transrnissiono Another facet, of course, which many of you are ~ 
facing today i s the requirement of the larger and larger distribution systemo 
The next discourse you will hear on that subject ,is entitled, "Problerrs of 
Signal Distribution in Large Communities"o Here to cover that subject for you 
in Heinz Eo Blum, Vice President in charge of Engineering at Entron, Incorporatedo 

MRo HEINZ Eo BLUM ~ Gentlerren, the excellent presentation of l'To/ co-panelists 
might have given you the impression that certain manufacturers have specialized 
in the work of individual system components o HCMever from the association with 
rey friends in the associate rrembership group I knew that all of us have experience 
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embracing the entire field of CATVo Therefore in~ following presentation I 
shall not mention the model designations nor the name of the company with which 
I am associatedo Incidently IQm associated with Entron Incorporated and we have 
a display at this side of the room showing a system and a workable picture pre
sentation on receivers at the end of a 20 mile systemo 

The CATV industry has~ in the past, applied the engineering principles and 
the technical kna-1-hoo of related sciences and industrieso It is a part of the 
electronic equipment manufacturing and of the communication installation industry 
and has adopted - with modifications , of course - techniques which are being used 
by these industrieso This fact is probably known to everyone familiar with the 
CATV industry, and it is stated here only to reiterate that CATV equipment and 
system design follows the same laws and principles with which other fields have 
to copeo · 

The CATV systemws operator makes it his business to deliver to his customers, 
through his elaborate distribution system, signals which will produce a television 
picture on a standard TV receiver which the custorrers· will find "acceptableo" In 
the absence of industry=wide standards it is up to the equipment and system desig
ner to determine exactly what the characteristics of the signal rrust be to produce 
an "acceptable" picture o 

First, the signal rust be such that it can be processed by the customerws TV 
receiver to yield a likeness of the originally transmitted pictureo It must con
sist of a carrier of a receivable frequency modulated with synchronization, video, 
color burst, and audio infonration as standardized by the Federal Corranunications 
Commission (FCC)o Secondly~ it must be of sufficiently high level so as to override, 
at the 'N receiverS) any other present and undersirable signals - such as noise -
to such an extent that the undesirable signals do not interfere with the desirable 
oneso Thirdly, the signal must not contain undesired information - such as noise, 
intenrodulation distortion~ harmonic distortion, or ubeats n - of a level which 
interferes noticeably with the desired infor.mationo Various organizations have 
established experimentally upper limits of the magnitude of undesired information 
which can be tolerated as part of the desired information o One of the most exten
sive research projects was carried out by the Television Allocations Studo Organi
zation (TASO), who, in its 1959 report to the FCC, establishedg for example, that 
a signal-te=noise ratio of 42 db has such a small effect on picture quality that 
viewers rate as excellent pictures having such a signal-to-noise ratioo Therefore, 
a signal-to-noise ratio of 42 db can be established as design goal for a CATV sys
temo Similar tests and experiments lead to the establishment of a 48 db signal""' 
to-cross-modulation limito We can intelligently design systems of various sizes 
at the best possible cost only with such a set of performance standardso 

Considering the trunkline problerrs for large area CATV distribution first, we 
can see that our established perforrrance standards can be obtained by the folloo
ing procedure; 

1 o Determine rraximum length of trunk line o 
2 o Compute trunkline attenuation at Channel 13 for various cable types o 
3o Divide the total attenuation by the spacing (operational gain) of the 

amplifier to be usedo The operational gain is generally specified by the 
amplifier manufacturer for best noise figure~ cross modulation, and auto
matic level control performanceo 

4o Check whether the system meets the earlier established performance stand
ards by the 3 db per - amplifier""'doubling method 9 which means that every 
time the amount of cas~aded amplifiers is doubled 9 the signal=tO=>noise 
ratio decreases by 3 db, and the output level of each cascaded amplifier 
must be reduced by 3 db to rraintain the same level of cross modulation 
distortiono 
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Going through these steps, the maximum number of cascadable amplifiers can 
be detenninedo 

For instance~ at the present s"tate of the art, systems of up to approxirrately 
2000 db attenuation can be constructed utilizing 64 repeater amplifierso Using 
a cable having an attenuat~on of lo45 db per 100 feet (Foamflex 1/2" or equiva..: 
lent at Channel 13)~ a total trunk length of 2000 ~ lo45 = 137 9931 feet= 26 
miles can be constructed o Better cable already available can be used for even 
longer trunklineso 

It can nav be readily seen that a further increase in trunkline length can 
only be realized if and when cables with lower attenuation and amplifiers having 
higher output handling abilities and lower no1se figures are availableo At the 
present time, it appears unlikely that ruch looer noise figures can be achieved 
and the development is moving primarily in the direction of amplifiers with 
higher output handling abilitieso 

With increasing system size the quest ions of reliability and obsolescence 
becoroo more important o While some reliability studies have already been mde , 
much more work in this particular area has to be done To d~termine the most 
economical initial~cost-te=maintenance ratioo 

The Intercontinental Submarine Cable System and its problems can be cited 
as an example of a long comrrunica tion sys-cem so similar to the systems with wh1ch 
we are familiaro The latest system which was put into service in 1963, provides 
communication means for 128 3 kc wide channels in bo h directions over a single 
coaxial cable o Transmission 1n one direction is carried in the frequency band 
of 108 - 504 kc and in the other direction in the band of 660 .,., 1052 kco The 
total cable transmssion loss is approximately 9000 db at the highest frequencyo 
One hundred eighty (180) remotely pooered and tube eqw.pped repeater amplifiers 
w~th tilted response curves are ut1l ized to offset r1is cable losso 

The signal=te=interference ratio of each repeater amplifier is at least 90 
dbo Applying our db per=amplifl.er""'doubl~ng method~ we arrive at a 67 db signal
teoc~nterferen e ratio for the entire systemo 

Every tenth repeater amplifier has a manually adjustable gain and tilt con
trol~ which \-las set when the cable was laid o No further automat~c gain or tilt 
control is requ~ed since he system is installed on the ocean floor where the 
temperature is constant at ° C or 37° Fo 

It is interesting to note that the organization which has developed the tran
sistor and which has done a tremendous arrount of research in the semiconductor 
field has decided that = at the present tine ""' vacuum tubes will better serve 
the purpose of reamplifying communication signals in a system of remotely powered 
cascaded amplifierso This system has been built for commercial applicat1ons 
and initial cost 9 maintenance cost 1) reliability and performance have been care
fully weighed to obtain the most profitable systemo 

It is of particu ar interest to the CATV Field that long systerrs are not 
only feas~ble, but are a ready in operation after all knam engineering aspects 
have been carefully consideredo 

With full conf~dence ~n its reliability the CATV ind stry can again make 
use of 'teChniques prev~ously developed for other communicat1on purposeso 

There is one ield ~ havever, 1.n which the CATV 1ndustry has been unique, 
and this is the field of VHF signa distribution to cable connected receiverso 
A large arrount of receivers have to be connected so that eaCh one derives the 
best poss1.ble picture quali y from he CATV System without introducing any 
interference into ~e systemo Cities were d1v1ded into sections and clean 
signals were brought via the trunkline to central distribution points in each 
section o At the central distribution po.1.nts the signal was taken from the 
trunk line and fed into d1stribution amp 1f. ers where it was brought up to a 
level sui table for distr1.bution and where 9 at the same time, isolation between 
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distribution and trunklines was obtainedo The distribution amplifiers then fed 
the signal into the distribution cable to which the individual subscribers were 
connectedo Due to the choice of the frequency spectrum within which the signal 
was distributed, it was possible to utilize simple tap-off devices for subscriber 
connection a Increased demands for more prograrrs and 9 therefore~ a wider frequency 
spectrum of the transmitted signal necessitated a more sophisticated method of 
subscriber connectiono This method of the matched multiple subscriber connection 
device has the advantage of not unnecessarily disturbing the distribution system 
and the signals carried thereono NON it becomes possible to space these connec
tion devices as closely or as widely apart as required by the density of the sub
scriber populationo The distribution line length can nON be dete~ned by signal 
level calcaulations alone without the previously necessary considerations for 
response curve deterioration and mismatch due to non-matched elements in the line o 

It becorres advantageous to feed the highest practical signal level into the dis
tribution lines to avoid unnecessary reamplification in these distribution lineso 
The high level distribution amplifier has become the signal source for nany thous
ands of distribution line miles o Heavily populated~ as well as large areas, can 
be served effectivelyo 

Multi~dwelling buildings obtain their signals from these new connection de
vices and because these signals are of predetermined quality, as well as of pre
deterndned and stable level~ they can be amplified for in=building distribution, 
if necessary o The initial calculations of signal..,te=interference level must in
clude the distribution amplifiers as well as the trunkline repeaters if the pre
viously established performance standards are to be satisfiedo This will require 
that distribution originating amplifiers or bridging amplifiers have to be opera
ted below their individual maximum output level to deliver clean signals to the 
subsequent extender or in-building distribution amplifierso 

Large area CATV distribution can be economically and effectively achieved only 
after thorough analysis of all problerrs involved 9 but = and this is the main fact -
these problems can be solvedo 

Equipment manufacturers supplying the CATV industry have succeeded in providing 
the hardware for the ever increasing demand to improve the services which our 
industry provideso These services are not only recognized but also greatly ap
preciated by an ever increasing number of our fellowmano 

It can safely be assumed that future engineering developments will help the 
further g:ro:.rth of the CATV industry o Thank you very rruch o (Applause) 

MRo GEORGE Jo BARCQg The man who is presiding over this morningus session, 
is the associate representative on our Board of Directors of the NCTAo In the 
ten years it has been nty pleasure to serve on that Board 9 I have not kno..Jn of 
anyone who has been a finer gentleman, or who has made a more able representative 
for his associate members ll or who has made a greater contribution to the industry 9 

in such a short time o You should also know, that Bob Tarlton and I are most 
grateful to him for taking on the entire responsibility for the preparation of 
the program Monday afternoon on the all band conversion, as well as this morning v s 
programo Hay I ask you to join rre in publicly expressing to him our appreciation 
for his very fine effortso (Applause) 

MR o W o K o HEADLEY g Thank you George o This being Thursday, and after Wednes
day night 9 'fuesday night and Monday night and so on" if I had enough blood left 
I would be blushingo Ps I said at the outset of this rreeting~ because it is so 
loaded with speakers and our time is limited, we have not had question and answer 
periods for each of the speakers, but because each of them represents companies 
who are exhibiting here, again I would ask you that you would direct your ques-
tions to them either after the rreeting up here or in their respective exhibit booths o 


